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Telecom Reverse Logistics and After Market Services

DTC International provides operators with a complete end to end recovery and recycling service, 
or alternatively purely a recycling service for investment recovery of surplus telecom copper cable 
infrastructure. These services form an important part of our Reverse Logistics portfolio. As operators 
migrate from copper cable to fibre and NGN services DTC International is able to generate revenue 
from the sunken assets.

Recovery Services
DTC have a team of multi-skilled engineers that can be deployed globally to work on 
cable recovery projects.

Our services and capabilities include: 
    Heavy Cable Recovery.
    Network Surveying and Auditing.
    Valuations and Estimates.
    Environmental H&S Planning.
    Materials Procurement.
    Marshalling and Transportation.
    Supply of NRSWA accredited engineers.
    Supply of winches and recovery equipment.

Cable Recovery Process
    Cables identified for recovery from existing plans and duct records.
    Cables identified electronically for recovery without plans.
    Cables recovered and extracted from ducts.
    Cables asset logged, weighed and stored securely. 
    Cables transported securely to recycling facilities.
    Full WEEE compliant recycling.
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We apply best in practice techniques, the latest technology and equipment to efficiently separate and 
recover telecommunications cable. We ensure that the highest proportions of cables are extracted to 
maximise the value returned to the Operator. Recovery projects are bespoke and tailored specifically 
to meet customer needs, resources, existing field operations and timescales. This in turn delivers cost 
efficient, flexible and sustainable results in this critical network area.

Recycling Services

DTC’s primary business focus is to maximise reclamation whilst 
ensuring minimal impact on new infrastructure and the environment. 
The cable is inspected and graded prior to processing to make 
sure there is no risk of contamination. Technology investment and 
advancement has resulted in the recovery of graded copper from 
virtually any type of scrap copper cable product.

State of the art processing enables sorting, stripping, shredding and 
separating in order to produce quality copper granules. 
We aim to recycle 99% of telecom copper cable with less than 
1% going to landfill. This is achieved by effectively recovering all 
non-ferrous, plastic and ferrous metal contents from the cable. 

The production of copper granules, aluminium granules, 
steel chippings and PVC equestrian surfaces from cable 
recycling, support sustainability and provide a wide range of 
new products to market. This helps DTC’s clients maximise 
the value of their surplus and redundant cable assets.
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